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Candidacy Declared · By 85
. . . . . . . .,,,1111.l'S
We Live in the Present

By the Past, but
for the . ..

October 8, 1971

SG Election Slate
Largest In History
The largest number of candidates in the history of FTU fall elections
have registered to run for office this quarter. Elections for Student
Government positions in the Senate and slots for governors of each college
and the president of each cl~ will take place October 14 and 15 at the
Kiosk.
Poll workers are needed to work B. Hopkins, ArthUI Haas, Jo Ann Puglisi;
Senior . Raoul Webb, Bernie Kanclerz;
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., and Graduate - Eileen Hallinan.
between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Thursday and between 9 a.m. and 4
General Studies
p.m. on Friday. Briefin~ for poll
workers will be given at the Student Freshman · Karen Gay, Susie Koteen,
Government office Tuesday at 11 Ralph E. Tomlinson; Sophomore - Lee
a.m. and Wednesday at 1 p.m. Poll Constantine, Paul Kish ; Junior - Skip
workers are encouraged to attend Fann; Senior· none; Graduate - none.
one of these meetings.
Natural Sciences
Students who wish to work .
an hour or more may sign up in the Freshman · Roberta Thomas, Duane
Student Government office.
Southerland; Sophomore · Jerry Frey,
Following is a list of candidates Mike Peterson, Chuck Babbitt; Junior ·
and the offices they seek:
John McCann, Steve Hale; Senior Sandy Jackson; Graduate· none.

SENATE

Social Sciences

Business Administration

Freshman - Mike Saunders, Charles
Mike Mason, Richard Ellenberg, Jeff Dunlap;
freshman · Dan J. Hodges,
Sophomore · Paul Gougelman, Jim
Stra~dberg; S?phomore - Marc Meyers, Smith; Junior - Tome McLaughlin, Drew
M~tin Den~ts, Wayne Hardy, Jo~ Janocko, Gwendolyn Fisher, Mike
Smiley; Jumor - Jeff Morton, Jim Holloway· Senior . Alan Tschirgi Bill
'
Claveau, William Wheeler, Mike Rodgers; Cast ll '. G d t
Senior - Jim Brooks, Bob McMillan, Jim
e ano, ra ua e - none.
Schwank, Randall McCulley; Graduate Humanities and Fine Arts
none.
Freshman - Bar.ry Walters, Michael
Carlson, Vickie Rhodes, Lynn Stanley;
.
.
Sophomore - Doug Emerson, Gary Neill
heshman - B1ll}(ruskamp; .s~phomo~e ~ Culbertson; Junior - David Boelzner,
Danny s~ott, .1lui Jollc::y, Leila Parnsh, David Parrish· Senior - Charles Black·
'
'
be described as the unreal-reality of . a child's Junior - Debbie Hanshew, Kevin Hopper, Graduate - none.
storybook memories. For more photos and an Karl Lorenz; Senior - Jan Schoene, Bob
GOVERNOR
unusual commentary on the opening of Disney World Hutchinson; Graduate - none.
see pages six and seven. (Photos by Lamar Morgan.)
Business Administration

Education

A LITTLE darkroom "magic" (a proces.s known as
solarization) vividly captures the atmosphere of the
"Magic Kingdom" just hours befor~ its. official
opening last Friday, an atmosphere which might best

Humphrey Named
As CC CoOrdinator

Engineering

Freshman - none; Sophomore - Robert Rick Shultz, Sid Tryzbiak.
Van Etten, Bruce Gardner; Junior - Sam
(Cantinued on Page 3)

VC Construction Begins;

Cantpus

Further Building Slated

A college informatien column in the ORLANDO SENTINEL recently
The second phase of the FTU Village Center is past the planning
answered a question from a girl wondering if FTU was an all-men's
phase and is entering its construction stage. The new $1.12 million
engineering school and if she could enroll. The answer included the
addition will be finished in September 1972 and will be a student facility.
selection of FTU courses offerings and the manner in which she could
The student center will contain two dining rooms, replacing the one
obtain further information.
presently in the Multi Purpose - - - - - - - - - - - - - A new position has been created with A.A. degrees without
Room, with larger areas for student the only building in the programing
recently at FTU l to help question, if space permits: the
BULLETIN
junioricommunity college students transferring of all "D" grades to be
congregation. Larger and better stage is a Biological Sciences
across the state learn more about used to satisfy graduation
equipped recreational areas will also Complex. No dormitories are in
At presstime T. K. Wetherel1, be available.
the university.
requirements; and the
even the programing stage. Fred E.
implementation of the housing director, announced the
Organizations 'presently meeting Clayton, director of university
Dr. Robert Humphrey, FTU "forgiveness" clause, which allows a appointment of Steve Stein to
dean of continuing education was student to retake a course and use fill the position of men's in he Library or General Classroom physical planning, stated that the
recently appointed to fill the new
resident supervisor recently Building will find special rooms in dorms are not paid for yet.
the second grade.
post of community college
"Student rent pays for the
the new center, custom made for
vacated by Michael Stone.
coordinator, FTU being the last
Humphrey emphasized that he
their meetings.
dorms," he said. "I don't believe we
state university to set uo the office. will not be recruiting students to
Stein, who graduated from
There will also be offices for could fill 400 more rooms if we did
One of his main responsibilities will FTU-he will be serving to acquaint FTU in December 1970, has
Student Government and build them."
be to inform prospective university students with FTU's offerings and worked most recently for Walt
students on the junior/community also working to improve the Disney World as part of the r:niscellaneous student offices. Some
college level about FTU.
'program of transfer for university's Co-Operative Educa"· dances and social activities will also
be held in the center.
The Community College junior/community college tion . program.
Future construction will be
Committee is composed of the nine graduates.
to Wetherell's aimed at new parking lots and a
According
state university coordinators and
Tickets are selling well at the
office, Stein will "assume the Humanities Building. The · new Village Center, but there are still
led by Dr. Paul Parker of the Board
duties of his new position parking lot has been laid out, but some good seats available for the
of Regents. According to
immediately."
Humphrey, "the biggest need for
bids still have not been accepted for Association Concert next Thursday.
this position is to make the transfer
its construction. The bid, set for The concert begins at 8 p.m. in the
process of junior and community
CANDIDATE FORUM
some time in October, will be run Orlando Municipal Auditorium, and
is sponsored by the Village Center.
The theatre department has
college graduates as smooth as
•
..
st
by the U.S. Department of
f
d
th
fi
t
th
announce
e cas or
e ".
T h e As s0 ciat i0 n, a
possible."
play of the 1971-72 season, Anton
The 85 candidates who have Transporation. The lot will be built seven-member group, have bad
Humphrey outlined three Chekhov's "The Cherry Orchard." declared for the upcoming SG in front of the site for the several million-seller records during
functions of the new position. The play, described by one source election have received invitations to Humanities Building which will be their six-year career, including
First, he will attend statewide as "a tragedy of life's trivialities!" is speak at an elections forum located west of' the General "Cherish" and "Never My Love."
junior/community college gi·oup tentatively scheduled to be Tuesday at 11 a.m.
Classroom Building
They have also appeared on
meetings of president, academic performed early in winter quarter.
The forum will be held on the
The Humanitie~ Building will ''Smothers Brothers", "Ed
deans and student personnel.
Through "The Cherry Orchard," lawn in front of the Engineering; cost over $2 million and is in the Sullivan" and Johnny Carson's
Secondly, he will visit individual
Building Each candidate present ·
- .
''
· ht Sh
" t l · ·
written
around the tum of the will be· allowed to speak for a final pla~nmg stage, although no
Tomg
ow
e ev1s10n
campuses, concentrating in the
century,
Chekhov
point'>
out
in
a
limited
time.
construction
date
has
been
set.
programs.
Their
concerts
have
beginning on the local campuses of
Looking further into the future, broken many attendance records
Brevard Community College, warm, comic style the foibles of a
Daytona Beach Community fa~y ty~al ar~~~~~ss~----------------------------~and fuey h~ re~~d ~e~
.family who are unwilling to face
LIBRARY HOURS
Grammy nominations.
College, Valencia Community the inevitable changes in the social
The Association also wrote the
and
economic
climates.
score
for "Good-bye, Columbus"
College, Seminole Junior College,
The following library hours are now in effect:
while on a tour of the United
Lake Sumter Community College
Included in the cast are Nancy
States.
and Polk Junior College.
Peterson as Lyubov Andreyevna Monday-Thursda~
7:45 am-10 pm
Admission to the Association
The articulation agreement was Ranevsky, the owner of . the
Concert is $2 for FTU students,
adopted by . FTU in an effort to
·7:45 am-5 pm faculty and staff, with a two-ticket
ease the transfer between junior orcr.ard; Mary Irwin as Anya and Friday
Melissa Martina as Varya, both h~r
limit, and $4 per ticket for the
colleges and four-year institutions.
daughters;
Chai
Martina
as
Leonid
10
am-5
pm
general public and for FTU persons
The agreement incorporates a Andreyevtich Gaev, her brother; Saturday
who want to purchase more than
seven-point plan which. includes and Terry Radie as Yermolay
two tickets. All tickets are for
accepting junior college transfers A1
sundaY
2 pm-10 pm reserved seats.
exeyev1•tch Lo Pah'm.

~Glances

Concert Tickets
On.Sale At VC

'Cherry Orchard'
Cast Blossoming

JruWlllre 1.Ebitnrtats
Parking: Top Priority

1

In recogmzmg the responsibilities of a commuter university,
foremost on the list must be the parking situation. During the past
three years, this situation has been subject to attack from many sides.
It has been estimated that there are currently 1,300 paved parking
spaces. An educated guess on the number of cars would include
approximately 6, 100 student cars, 240 faculty cars and 300 staff cars.
That leaves us about 5,430 short of paved parking spaces.
FORTUNATELY, ONLY because of the gravity of the situation,
there are unpaved spaces. These spaces solve only one problem - they
provide parking for those who cannot find paved spaces. They are
basically unsuitable, considering the deepness of the sand, the basically
unstructured way they are set up and the rain so prevalent in Florida.
Also unfortunate is the lack of common courtesy of students when
parking. Students have literally been found underground after trying to
maneuver themselves out from behind cars parked perpendicular to
them.
Now that we have established the relative importance of the parking
situation, let us make a few suggestions. This university's main
responsibility to its students should be in the area of adequate parking.
There js no excuse for a student's being forced to park off-campus,

~::i:i::.:~".'mened in sand °' being late to .1... because h• couldn·•

CONSIDER THE freeze on dorm building. Surely money has been
set aside for the construction of residence halls. Why not allocate some

of this reserve money for the building of new lots? For right now, even
.s and parking would be better than none at all. It may mean cutting
'down trees, but it must be done. It may also force a temporary change
in the overall plans for the campus.
We realize that the present temporary sand lots cannot be paved as
they probably don't figure into the definite plans for Phase I of the
campus. And we understand how virtually no one could have foreseen
that the total enrollment of year four would have been as large as it is.
Bur even considering these obstacles, we are faced with the same
problem - inadequate parking facilities.
We wonder just how long the students will
class and taking mile walks 10 the campus
together. Maybe that in itself will prove to be
Why allow that to happen unnecessarily when
10 prevent it?

stand for being late for
before they will band
the determining factor.
something can be done

O n e.-E ig hth N 0 t En o u g h
Guiding the destiny of a nation has been a privilege granted to a
relative few throughout history. Yet the young men and women of
Orange County have rejected that honor, the honor of voting in a free
election.
The 1970 census reported that 18,813 persons 18, 19 and 20 years
old live in Orange County; yet only 2,500 have registered to vote in the
six months since the 26th amendment became the law of the land.
If only one young voter in eight registers to vote, no significant
impact on the electoral process will be felt from young people ..
Any qualified elector may register to vote at the office of the
supervisor of elections, on the seventh floor of the Orange County
Court House Annex, from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
However, 30 days prior to, and five days following any election the
registration books will remain closed.
For 90 days prior to a regular primary or general election, the office
will be open six days a week, Monday through Saturday, with hours
being extended into the evening. The exact hours will be announced in
the local newspapers.
The qualifications to register are that the person registering must be
18 years of age and that he must have been a resident of Florida for one
year and of the county for six months at the time of the elections.
College students may register in either the county where they attend
college, if they live at school and ·meet the other requirements, or they
may register in their home county.
Registrations will be t.aken 60 days prior to the closing of the
registration books for primary and general elections for:
(a) Persons attaining the age of 18 between the date the books close
and the date of the election..
(b) Persons attaining their residency requirements between the date
the books close and the date of the election.
The supervisor of registration may require proof of the elector's
qualifications prior to registering the individual. Also, the voter must
take an oath that he will protect and defend the cons ti tu tion of both
Florida and the United St.ates and that he is a qualified elector.
Any registered voter who wishes to change his party affiliation must
apply in person. This can be dooe any time the books are open, except
during the period between the primary and general elections.
A student wishing to vote in his county by absentee ballot must send
his application for a ballot any time during the 45 days preceding any
election and not later than 5 p.m. on the day preceding the election.
Also, requests for application must be made in person or over the
voter's signature.
The envelope in which the ballot is returned must be attested to by a
person authorized to administer oaths.
Elections in the near future:
ELECTION
DATE
DATE BOOKS CLOSE

WOMEN'S CLUB
The FTU Women's Club met last
week at the Ramada Inn for its first
get-together of fall quarter. One
hundred fifty guests were greeted
by Mrs. Charles N. Millican and
Mrs. Ralph Boston. Subjects
discussed were books, bowling,
bridge, crafts, golf, gourmet
cooking, horseback riding and
needlepoint.
Officers for 1971-72 are Mrs. '
Millican, honorary president; Mrs.
Boston, president; Mrs. Harry Hall,
vice president; Mrs. Paul Wehr,
secretary; and Mrs. William Oelfke,
treasurer.

WFTU-TV ON THE AIR
WFTU-TV, Channel 4, will
broadcast coverage of Student
Government elections 9 a.m. to 4
p.rn. next Thursday and Friday,
Coverage will be in color and
monitors will be set up; anyone
wishing to bring his own television
set may do so.

Managing Editor
James E. Couch
Photo Editor
. . . Charles Seithel
Advertising Manager . .James Wald
Presidential Preferential March 14, 1972
Feb. 12, 1972
Business Manager . Henry Popkin
Primary
Reporters . .
. . .Osier Johns
Beth Weilenman
Photographers
. . . Ed Burton
Regular Primary - 1st
Sept. 12, 1972
Aug. 12, 1972
Jon Findell
Reporters ...... Mike Crites Tina
Regular Primary - 2nd
Oct. 3, 1972
Aug. 12,1972
Evans, Wi::ber Ivy, Osler J~hns,
Ann Sperrmg, Beth Weilenman.
General
Nov.7,1972
Oct. 7, 1972
Photogra~hers . . .. Ed Burton, Jon
Findell, Richard Jack, Craig
Powell, Ike Spinas.
In November the supervisor of registration, Mrs. Dixie Barber, will Sports . .. Fred Cay,
Jerry Jackson,
send two clerks to FTU to register students. She will announce exact
Larry Mccorkle, Shelby Strother.

dates later.
The call is clear for all young people to participate in the governing
process, yet if only one young person out of eight has his name
recorded on the voter's rolls the opportunity will have been forfeited.
-Osler Johns

iU.ett.ers Wn WIJe £bitnr

LINDA METTEL
Editor-In-Chief
Sharon Marek
News Editor

John Gholdston
Layout Editor

Mary Anna Jackson

Jann Gordon

Copy Editor

Sports Editor

Ju st One Hour
Dear Editor:
Our school is growing... but our
library hours aren't. It doesn't pay
for a commuter to come back out
at night because he usually can only
utilize the facilities productively for
one and a half hours at the most on

week nights. To extend the Sunday
through Thursday night hours just
one hour (until 11 p.m.) would
supplement the time available for
the students to augment their
edification enough to make the
library a worthwhile habit.

The "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper. of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Florida. The
FuTUre is published by President
Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for the students at
Florida Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed
are those of the staff and not
necessarily those of the university
or of its administration.
The FuT_Ure reserves the right to
refuse to pnnt any letters which are
submitted. All letters must bear the
full name and address of the person
(or persons) submitting them.
names will be withheld upon
request. Address all letters to:
Editor, FuTUre, P. O. Box 25,000,
Orlando, Florida 32816.
Entered as third class matter at
the Post Office at Orlando. Florida.
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VC Weekend Movie
Will Be 'April Fools'
"April Fools," starring Jack Lemmon, Catherine Deneuve and Peter
Lawford, i~ tonight's and Sunday's University Movie. Toni~ht's showing
will be at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday's movie starts at 7 p.m. ~oVles are shown
in the Science Auditorium.
Admission is 50 cents, and the movies are sponsored by the Village
Center.
The movie is a sensitively
developed story of two people who
discover themselves, manage for the
first time to look within and
beyond their own worlds, and step
away from entrapping illusions.
"April Fools" combines both
sophisticated wit and broader,
almost slapstick humor.
Other features to be shown
during the year are "The
Committee," Oct. 16 and 1 7;
"Jennie," Oct. 22 and 24;
"Frankenstein" and "Dracula" are
featured together Oct. 29 and
Halloween; "Two Mules for Sister
Sara," Nov. 5 and 7; "Texas Across
the River," Nov. 12 and 14; and
"Under the Yum Yum Tree," Nov.
21and22.

• Courses
R eadIng

Open T 0 Students

RECRUITING SCHEDULE - OCTOBER 1971

DATE INTERVIEW'ING

ORGANIZATION

INTERESTED IN

'
MON.

OCT. 11

TAMPA ELECTRIC CO.

ENGINEERING (EE, ME)

MON .

OCT. 11

MONTGOMERY WARD

BUS.ADM., MKTG., MGMT .,
ECONOMICS

TlJES.

OCT . 12

U.S. MARINE CORPS

;

~Glances

ENROLLMENT TALLY
Shorter movies will also be
shown by the VC. During fall
Headcount for fa~l quarter has
quarter, the Great Comedian Series, been set at app~ox1mately ~,160
Tuesdays at 11 a.m in GC 115 are students, according to Regis~ar
being presented. The next show is a Dan Chapman. The full-time
Laurel and Hardy double feature equivalent enrollment figure and
Oct. 26. In "County Hospital," enrollment breakdowns will be
Laurel visits crippled Hardy in the released as soon as they are tallied.
KUJAWA AT MUSEUM
hospital and tries unsuccessfully to
comfort him. "Music Box," the
Dr. Frank Kujawa FTU assistant
second film, was voted best comedy
' .
.
h 0 rt
b'ect for 1931-32. This prof~ssor of geology, 1s conducting
s
su J
•
an eight-week course on rocks and
features
Laurel and Hardy
m the mmer
. al s at th e Cen t ral Fl on· da
.
.
.
simple story of two piano movers
.
·
t
th
Museum.
The one-hour class 1s held
w h o h ave t o delive! a piano 0
e each Monday at 7: 30 p.m.
house on top of a hill.
Kujawa also conducted a
workshop on dinosaurs this
W. C. Fields will also star in a morning at 9: 30 for "suitcase
double feature Nov. 30, in "The lecturers" from the Central Florida
Barbership" and "The Fatal Glass Museum . Guild and the Junior
of Beer."
League of Orlando.

FLOR.IDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT CENTER
J~

Campus

WED.

OCT. 13

U.S. MARINE CORPS

TUES .

OCT. 19

U. S . NAVY

ALL PROGRAMS

WED.

OCT. 20

D.S. NAVY

ALL PROGRAMS

WED.

OCT . 20

LIBERTY Ml1TDAL INS. CO.

WED .

OCT. 27

STATE FARM

WED.

OCT . 27

SOUTHERN BELL

ANY MAJOR
ANY MAJOR

AcCTG • • ENGINEERING CEE,ME),

~~cE,

MGMT . · MKTG . •

WEI>.

ocT·. 27

FLORIDA POWER CO.

ENGINEERING (ME, EE)

FRI ~

o CT ••, ~9

ALEXANDER CRANT & CO .

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

SI GN UP FOR I NTERVIEWS IN PLACEMENT CENTER - ROOM 225 ADM
NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

You mus t

--

-

--

-

have r egistered wi th the Placement Center and returned the comple ted Pers on a l Da t a
Form before you may interview.

The Developmental Center is
again offering an individualized
reading course, "The Art of Rapid
Reading." Interested persons may
register now at the reading study
skills laboratory, room 108, C
Dorm.
The course, open to all students
without charge, will teach students
to read faster with good
comprehension, to use the skills of
skimming anq to study-read
textbooks effectively.
Students may later concentrate
in an area of emphasis: advanced
reading e1ficiency, vocabulary
building, effective study methods
and test taking techniques or
written English.
Lab study hours may be selected
to fit the individual student's
schedule. Faculty · and staff
members may• also take• the course
On a Space available basis.

YOUR WORLD SERIES STATIQN

Legislature lnitia tes
New Aid Program
Students will no longer be able to obtain financial aid under
Florida's old scholarship and loan program which included the Florida
Teaching Scholarship-Loan, Florida Nursing Scholarship-Loan, Florida
Aid for Exceptional Children and the Board of Regents Scholarship,
according to Director of Financial Aid Donald Baldwin.
"In ess1mce, the tegislature
phased out these programs and
channeled the funds into a new
program, the Florida Student Loan
Program,'' said Baldwin.
The new program was
established on the recommendation
of the Scholarship and Loan
Commission which made a study of
Florida's financial aid programs. No
funds for ncholarships are included
in tne program, which provides only
for student loans.
Students who have already
received financial aid under the old
program will continue on the same
program The current freshman
class is the last class to receive aid
under the old program.
According to Baldwin, the new
program gives state universities
more discretion in distributing
financial aid. Recipients of state
financial aid will be determined by
the individual universities instead of
berng specified by the type of loan.
"At FTU at least 30 ·per cent of
the students are on financial aid,"
said Baldwin. FTU has currently
loaned $50,000 in state funds to
.students, and Baldwin said he has
asked for an additional $40,000 to
supplement these funds.
"In the future we hope to mold
a loan program a.'ld implement a
program of federal matching
grants," he said.

In addition to state funds, there
are several million dollars available
to FTU students through federal
government loans.

Elections
(Continued from Page 1)

General Studies
Nonis E. Daus, Craig R. Smith.

Education
Mike Gibson, Eleanore Hernandez.

, Engineering
Dan Jones, Donald Block.

Humanities and Fine Arts
Rick Payne.

Social Sciences
Mike Vaughan, Patti MacKown, Greg
Ringer.
'

Natural Sciences
Robert Tarnuzzer.

PRESIDENT
Freshman - Doug Elliot, Steve Zdovc.
Sophomore - Scott Laing, Jim Van Horn.
Junior - Jeff Junkins.
Senior - Gary Rasponi.

---------------------~------~---.

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE BILL NO. 4-8
As amended 9/30/71

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT CONCERNING THE RIGHT OF
REVIEW BY THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS.
1. Be it enacted that the following be inserted between the
2. words "Senate" and "shall" in the first sentence of Article
3. II, Section 8 of the Constitution of the Student Body of
4. Florida Technological University: "except any form of
5. resolution or bills pertaining to Senate parliamentary
6. procedure and rules." The following sentence shall be added
7. to the end of the Artiqe II, Section 8: "If said legislation
8. is not acted on by the Vice President of Student Affairs
9. within three (3) weeks after passage, the bill shall become
10. law." The revised section shall then read: All legislation
11. passed by the Student Senate, except any fQrm of resolution
12. or bills pertaining to Senate parliamentary procedure and
13. rules, shall be subject tQ review by the Vice President of
14. Student Affairs. If said legislation is vetoed by the Vice,
15. President of Student Affairs, the Student Senate shall have
16. the opportunity, upon a 2/3 vote of the official membership;
17. to refer the legislation to the President of the University
18. for ultimate review. If said legislation is not acted on
19. by the Vice President of Student Affairs within three (3) weeks
20. after passage, the bill shall become law.

Submitted by
Senator Lee Constantine
College of General Studies

YOU'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO INVEST
IN LIFE INSURANCE FOR LESS
THAN YOU CAN RIGHT · NOW!
Don't pay the high cost of waiting.
(Ours is the best Financed premium plan available)
0

WITH MUSIC TO _ _ __

BY

KENNETH I. GR0SHKA & ASSOC.
THE STATE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
3191 McGuire
Orlando, Florida Suite 150

Ph. 843-6900
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FuTUre

Corporate Tax Information
The foil owing article and charts
are reprinted from ECONOMIC
LEAFLETS, printed by the
University of Florida. The article's
original titlf? was "Corporate
income Tax for Florida" and was
written by Clement H. Donovan, a
professor of economics at the
University of Florida.
State

-----------------On November 2, Florida voters
will decide on an amendment to the
state constitution authorizing a
corporate income tax. At this
writing, Florida is 9ne of only seven
states without this form of tax as
an integral part of its state tax
system. Four of these seven states,
as well as at least two of the other
43, collect five per cent or more of
their total state taxes from
corporate franchise or corporate
stock taxes. In other words, Florida
is one of only three states which do
not collect at least five per cent of
their total state taxes from
corporations as such.
The spread of the corporation
income tax among the states during
this century can be seen from the
following table, which does not
include action taken by state
legislatures in 1971:

DECADE
ADOPTED
1901-10
1911-20

1921-30

1931-40

1941-50
1951-60
1961-70
Not yet
adopted:
Mississippi

Percentage Distribution of State Tax Revenues, by Type of Tax,
for Florida and for Specif'aed States: 1970

Total

Corps.
in
General

lndivi dual
Income

Corp.
Net
Income

Death
and
Property Gift Severance

P~cent

Total

47,904,706

100.00

56.8

29.5

9.6

1.6

l9.2

7.8

2.3

2.1

657,361
S,497,548
1,421,109
941,334
2,868,694
703,044
838,792
1,393,653
2,345,090
485,155
1,332,251
6,116,519
1,19Q,220
1,702.624
2,777,578
543,678
686,936
1,924,788
955,726

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

70.3
54.7
80.9
64.9
63.0
65.0
47.8
37.7
56.1
76.1
60.9
35.7
54.4
77.5
63.S
67.4
69.0
65.6
51.5

32.3
32.0
46.3
35.7
35.1
38.l
19.9
12. l
35.3
46.9
26.7
16.6
22.2
38.7
34.1
35.4
35.l

7.8
6.5
12.4

2.3
.1

.s

12.9
20.9

4.7
10.7

NA

NA

.4
1.0
.6
3.1
.2
5.3
1.9
3.7
.I
1.7
6.7
4.5
.4
2.6
5.7
.2

19.6
20.0
17.3
5.1
37.2
17.7
9.1

9.0
4.9
5.6
4.2
15.6
8.3
4.1
12.7
11.3
9.4

3.5
4.3
2.4
.3
.l
3.8
3.2

.2
2.9
1.1
.6
2.2
1.8
.8
3.l
1.1
.4
4.9
2.1
1.6
1.1
3.6

($000)

All states

Licenses

Sales and Gross
Receipts

Total Revenue

Alabama
California
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tenne~ee

Texas
Virginia

General

s.s

9.7
6.4
8.4
6.1
13.2
6.6
16.5
5.3
9.8
18.0
11.6
5.8
16.9
15. 7
8.3

26.l
22.0

l.3

41.0
22.8
NA
NA

*3.6
.8
3.7
.2
2.0
3.4
1.1
.3

NA

17.S
1.8

19.1
7.8
8.7

NA

NA

29.6

7.0

NA

.1
2.6

3.3
l.3

1.2
1.3

Document
and Stock
Transfer

.t.4

.8
.3

.3

*
*

NA

3.2

*

NA
NA

.I
.l
NA
.3

*

29.9
NA

*
*

*

2.9

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

4.4

*

NA

l.l
.5
.7

NA
14.2

.9

*

In other categories of tax, not listed, Georgia has .1%; Tenn~, .3%; and Virgin~ .1%
I

*Less than .1%

,NA

Not Applicable

SOURCE: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, STATE TAX COLLECTIONS IN 1970.

STATE AND YEAR

NUMBER
OF STATES

Hawaii (1901)
1
Wisconsin (1911), Connecticut (1915), Virginia
(1915), Missouri 11917), Montana (1917), New
York (1917), Massachusetts (1919), North
Dakota (1919)
8
Mississippi (1921), North Carolina (1921), South
Carolina (1922), Tennessee (1923), Arkansas
(1929), California (1929), Georgia (1929),
Oregon (1929)
8
Idaho (1931), Oklahoma (1931), Utah (1931),
Vermont (1931), Alabama (1933), Arizona
(1933), Kansas (1933), Minnesota (1933),
New Mexico (1933), Iowa (1934), Louisiana
(1934), Pennsylvania (1935), Kentucky (1936),
Colorado (1937), Maryland (1937)
15
Rhode ls~nd (1947), Alaska (1949)
2
Delaware (1957), New Jersey (1958)
2
Indiana (1963), Michigan (1967), Nebraska
(1967), West Virginia (1967), Illinois (1969),
Maine (1969), New Hampshire (1970)
7
Florida, Nevada, Ohio, South Dakota,* Texas,
Washington, Wyoming
7
(1970)

*South Dakota has a corporate income tax which is levied only
against the net income of banks and financial institutions. Several other
states tax these institutions' net income at a different rate from other
corporations. In November 1970, the voters of South Dakota decided
against a corporation income tax for all corporations.
Source: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations: State
and Local Finances: Significant Features, 1967-70, p. 59 . Tax
Foundation, "State Tax Action in 1970," Tax Review, October 1970 .

The preceding table shows the
total state tax collections for the
fiscal year ending in 1970 for
Florida, the other nine most
populous states and for nine other
contiguous states in the Southeast.
All of these states except Florida,
Ohio and Texas had adopted a
corporate income tax by 1970. All
except these three and Pennsylvania
had a personal income tax as well.
Pennsylvania's personal income tax,
adopted in March 1971, was
declared unconstitutional by the
state supreme court on June 24.
For the 50 states as a whole, and
except for five of those shown in
the table, the general sales tax
accounted for more of the tax
revenue than any other tax. In
Massachusetts, New York, North
Carolina and Virginia, the personal
income tax was the
most
productive. In Louisiana, the
severance tax accounted for 30 per
cent of the state total, half again as
much as the sales tax. Also in Texas
(along with Oklahoma and New
Mexico which are not shown in the
table) was the severance tax
significant. Only Florida and New
York derive any substantial revenue
from the document and stock
transfer taxes.
The table shows that the
corporate income tax accounted for
7 .8 per cent of all state tax revenue

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~infue50d~es~dy~~They~~

- - - - - - - - . ; . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - v a r i e d from 4.1 per cent of state
collections in Mississippi to 19.1
per cent in Pennsylvania. Four
TAX DEBATE
other
states
(California,
Co t 1 · 1 f
d
.
Massachusetts, New Jersey and New
A corporate profits tax debate is
. un y egis a ive .elegation. Karl York) collected over 10 per cent of
scheduled Tuesday from 11 a.m. to will debate the pro side of the issue. their tax revenue from this tax The
noon on the Village Center green.
The
debate,
whichYoung
is relative
importance
of any
The Orlando Jaycees Chapter is cosponsored
by FTU
.
,
arranging the debate with state Democrats Young Republicans and tax m a state s tax system depends
senator Fred Karl of Volusia Student G~vernment, is is open to upon the "mix" of taxes used and
members
of
the
FTU the rate structures, not to mention
County and a yet-to-be-announced all
the economic base of the state and
member of the Orange-Seminole community.
the efficiency with which the taxes
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · a r e administered.
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An electronic magazine
of American pop culture
withO~s by:
Paul Krassne Richard Pryor •
The Ace Trucking Company • Lenny
Bruce· Joan Baez • Rhinoceros •
Ron Carey· Tuli Kupferberg· ShaNa-Na ·Allen Ginsberg • Leonard
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Don's

CONSTRUCTION
Construction is scheduled to
begin in the near future on the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building .
located behind the General
Classroom Building. There will be
no more parking in this area until
the new H&F A parking lot is
constructed.

.UNIVERSl.'TY GULF
Corner of East 50 and Alafaya Trail

SERVICE .CALLS
Complete brake job for $45

Phone 273-0402

OPEN

Mon.· Sat.
Sun. 8 am - 8 pm.

S~ore ~or Meri

October 8, 1971
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The brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon have been busy these past
few weeks practicing for the
upcoming Intramural games. Coach
Tim Gil1is has been whipping the
team into shape in anticipation of
the season.
Congratulations to Chuck
Steinman, who was elected TKE
sergeant-at-arms. A special election
was held when the previous officer,
Jerry Oller, decided to work this
fall for Disney and. is now a
supervisor. Gary Hallman, another
TKE brother, is also working as a
supervisor. However, both men
have decided to return winter
quarter to continue their education.
The brothers were surprised last
week by a visit from E. J. Ford,
chapter services director for TKE
National. He met with the brothers
and discussed the upcoming
installment into TAU Kappa
Epsilon national.
Another brother has decided to
join the ranks of TKE married
brothers. It was announced at the
last meeting that Church McConnell
will be married October 16. The

i---------------

I
I
I
I

L .
I
I
I
:

brothers extend their
congratulations.
The brothers are proud to
announce that Dr. Ken Lawson,
director of the Village Center, has
been accepted as an associate
brother and will be installed into
TKE National this fall with the
chapter.

Tri-Delta participated in a
Fashion Show last Wednesday in
the Multi Purpose Room. Clothes
were provided by Rutland's and the
models were Donna Dosh, Cathy
Jannar, Liz Hebert, Sharon Ramer
and Trice Stover. Also participating
was Alpha Kappa Pi Fraternity.
The business meeting was
suspended last Monday for a social.
A "superb acting" cast provided a
skit on the founders of Tri-Delta.
Refreshments were provided by the
Melbourne alumnae.
The "Dangerous, Darling Deltas':
is the volleyball team's new name
and these girls are getting ready for
a winning season.

------------1I

Ann lrw1·n

l

TRI-DELTA SISTER Donna .Dosh models tweed pants outfit at
recent Fashion Show in the Village Center.

~ <llr~

'7,;,, \!J,

I

s· outh
Custom and Casual clothes

I

: Sportswear Custom Design_in~ and Accessories
I

Volleyball season is beginning
soon and practice sessions for Tyes
Sorority have already begun. Tyes
urge everyo~e to come out and
cheer on the team.
This afternoon there is a social
with Kappa Sigma at their house.
'DJ.e social will begin at 4: 30 p.m.
and there will be a football game.
Tentative plans for fall quarter
include monthly parties for a local
orphanage and a fund-raising
project.
Soroity and pledge pins have
been ordered and are scheduled to
arrive in about three weeks. The
members' pins will be in the shape
of a shield with the Tyes rose
engraved on them. Following
tradition, the pledges will once
again wear the knot, this time a pin
in the shape of a knot, rather than a
rope knot.

cmri-. ~elht

I

I

'1k

II

114-A Park Ave. South in Greenda Court

L------~~:!"!~~~~~_p~~n.:_~~~z..o.z _______

Pledges of the Eta Kappa
Chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha were
pleasantly surprised Monday by the
appearance of national field
secretary Jean Hannah. After
spending part of the afternoon on
campus, Miss Hannah attended the
chapter meeting and made plans to
return later in the week for officer
training. Ebe is an alumna and past
president of the G~mm? Iota
Chapter at the Umversrty of
Florida.

THE
STONE
WANTS

Zetas will meet their big sisters
of the alumnae group at a Zeta
Founder's Day banquet scheduled
for October 14. The party will be a
pot luck supper and will celebrate
"F ounder's Day locally.
Zetas, and alumnae members
hosted a coffee last Saturday
honoring Dean of Women Carol
Wilson, which concluded with the
sisters and alumnae singing Zeta
songs.
The ZTA Intramural volleyball
team has been vigorously practicing
for the upcoming games. The team
is well on its way to a successful
season.
Another team in the making is
the College Bowl team which will
compete against other groups in the
annual Village Cent~r College Bowl

Last Wednesday the Pikes and
Tri-Delts presented the first annual
Fall Fashion Show to the FTU
student body in the Village Center
Multi Purpose Room. Fashions
were provided by Rutland's of
Orlando.
Pikes extend thanks to the IFC
for making Alpha Kappa Pi a full
member last Tuesday. They are
now in the process of petitioning Pi
Kappa Alpha for a colony in
November.
Events this quarter include a
Traveling Party to the Pike chapter
at Florida Southern College, a
social with Zeta Tau Alpha
Sorority, a Halloween Masquerade
party, a Tube-i-cade down the river
with the Phi Mu's of Rollins and
the great anticipated "National
Night" party when the AKPi's are
colornzed. Pike congratulations go
to Ellen Kissel and Martha Swann
for being elected Pikettes.

Tomorrow's Merchandising
.I
Concept .... To day_.

YOU
TO COME ENJOY FINE FOOD GOOD BEER AND HAVE FUN

There's a
Pantry Pride ·Store
Near Vou .... Save At It!
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Once upon a time, a long time ago, in a sleepy little town nestled deep in a F1orida forest,
a magician came to town. "Not far from here," claimed the magician, "I will spin the finest
working of my sort the world has ever seen."
The Magician promised that he would pull from his hat a world of dreams and creative

,.· '.. ~~~:
J~.~~.;:_;~.? · ~~
fantasy where children of all ages could come and lose themselves. "This will be the dream
\ .\w·. ·.",'."·.. center
of the world," prophesied the Magician. And then he was g_one . ..

~~"

~~lt~·:~~:<·~i·.,;
It. ':as. not lo~g afteri:ar~s tha~ s~rr:e v~ry s~d n~ws ,:eached the small town. "The
.;i,~1>:::,,~_-=~·-"\~J:\, · Magzczan zs dead, they sazd. Has hzs vzszon dzed wzth hzm?

, · .· J j ",; ~·.. , · ·'. '..:;_ _ · ,,. ~

Time passed slowly in the sleepy town. Suddenly, late one night the ground began to
4-fl~~ .:~ .!}:~ ~~i~ -~~,~~ shake not far from the town, and a fog began to rise, shrouding the land from the frightened
I rOf. .:~,.. - -t'~~t~f-.'.~,; ~
townspeople. The din from within the fog grew louder and louder and the ground shook for
I. · .-w~~ · ": ~::'.~\ -~ ·
miles and miles around
oA~. :~ '~;-.~ ~ ~· . I;,/ ... " : r·
.
:,:~ ·:···~...:;.. ·,~
..~~r«c~
The people began to panic and run for shelter until one very wise man who remembered
· ~-.~-.f~~'" "''.~ ··:~:\~\;.: the words spoken so long ago by the Magician spoke up to calm the people. "It is the
__ ITT"~;.._. _'-.·~~:- Magician's spirit come to fulfill his promise, 'the ancient man said. "He has returned as he
said he would,- this is his handiwork going on. "

>

. '

Then, almost as suddenly as it had come, the noise stopped, the shaking ceased; and the
veil hiding the land from the townspeople slowly dissipated. "Look!" cried one, "It's a
tower!" And indeed, rising from the midst of the remaining fog was a slender, magnificently
ornate tower pointing toward the heavens.
As the fog broke up it became more and more evident to the townspeople that the tower
was only one part of 'the most beautiful castle imaginable. And stretching out like the
fingers of a hand, spreading in all directions from the base of the castle was a wonderful land
of dreams.
"But the Magician is dead," cried some who simply did not understand.
"Can you truly doubt that he is here?" asked the wise old man. "Can this be the work of
any but he?"

The platform for the sophomore
candidate from the College of Natural
Sciences hereby stands for:
1. The abolishment of the College of
Engineering and the conversion of
the now occupied building into a
house of ill repute.
2. The conversion of the SCAU D into
a mini-theatre.
3. The conversion of the dorms into
rest homes for retired regents. {No
visitation, of course.)
4. {In the interest of Natural Science
students) The abolishment of all
things that aren't natural · (This
mainly concerns the cafeteria,
administration and faculty.) until
proven to be from a natural origin.
5. Lastly, from the precedents set by
the Democratic and Republican
parties in past years, the privilege
to disregard the above platform
once elected.

All kidding aside, I decided not to bore you with slogans or litter our beautiful campus with
posters but to take this as my only opportunity to tell you that I sincerely want to be your
senator and will do my best, if elected, to give you a good representation in our Student
Government Senate.
/I

'

I~ ) .

"'- -· ()...
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Suddenly, the gates to the new kingdom swung open and all the glilfer and pomp and
regality that comprise that thin film called imagination sprung alive. The children were
drawn in as if being transported on magic wings and the adults could not help but follow. It
was as if the Pied Piper were calling to all ages, "Come, I will offer you solace and outlet and
joy.
The characters from all the tales of happiness told years hence were alive and walking and
dancing arm-in-arm with the children of the village. There were ghosts and spooks and
queens and frogs and elves and magic things. There were rides and foods and wild adventures
and glorious though ts for all.
From Nemo and Neptune to Grumpy and Sleepy, the characters all were alive and the
times were quite real in this kingdom of joy for anyone entering therein.
As the sun began to leave the sky and darkened this brand-new world, the streets came
alive with lights and designs and colors of all shapes and sizes. The music at last began to
fade; the children began to tire and the day wore to night in this land of magic. The magic
was left but the children were tired and the adults realized the hour. Slowly, relunctantly,
from the w9rld of pure magic the families began to retire.
When the gates finally closed and the townsfolk were gone, and the lights in the kingdom
flickered and disappeared.
The next morning, when the townspeople arose, deep in the back of their minds there
lingered a misty memory of their dreams coming alive, but few considered them as having .
actually occurred.
The old man again addressed the townspeople and reminded them of the magic of the
night before and the existence of the new kingdom just a few miles away. "Heretic," cried
the people, "do you think we're insane? Dreams cannot come alive. "
So the ancient wise man and the children of the sleepy town filed slowly away into the
forest, having doubts themselves whether what they had experienced was real. Suddenly,
one of the children cried, "Look, it's the castle!" And indeed they had found it again. When
they rushed back home to the townspeople they had trouble convincing them, but when the
people finally agreed to come look, their joy was immeasurable.
The tale is real, with a little fantasy thrown in, but the kingdom exists as all the children
know. The Magician's spirit still lives.

Union Park Texaco
10531 E. Colonial Drive
(Front of Winn Dixie)
Service Calls, Brake work,
Tune-up, Pre-inspection

rrE~ic~
Ph. 273-1787

6am - llpm

Lube/oil change w/filter, front wheel bearin~s
packed just $7.55 & T~x
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i•• Around The Clubs i• GREEK
CHEMISTRY CLUB
The FTU Chemistry Club has
inaugurated a free tutoring program
service for those who need help in
chemistry couses. The program will
be held 11 a.m. to noon every
Wednesday and Thursday in the
conference room across the hall
from SC 326.
The courses tutored are CHEM
111, 112, 113; CHEM 121, 122,
123; and CHEM 161. The tutoring
program is the first in a series of
club activities that includes two
speaker programs, one for FTff
students and another set for the
FTU community.
This year's officers have been
elected and are as follows: Mike
Raszeja, president; Mike Bo bro ff,
vice president; Reese Fuller,
secretary; and Debbie Dunn,
treasurer.
All chemistry and
chemistry-related majors are invited
to Jorn the Chemistry Club.
Meetings are held 11 a.m. Tuesdays
in SC 115.

11l~J\

YOGA CLASSES
Stu den ts, faculty and staff
interested in Yoga are invited to a
meeting Tuesday, at 11 a.m. in AD
162. The Village Center is
sponsoring the class which will be
held Monday, at 7:30 p.m. if
enough persons show interest at the
Tuesday morning meeting.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The International Club will hold
.
.
.
its next meetmg 11 a.m. Tuesday m
AD 147 · .At th·is meeting club
members w1l1 elect new officers and
begin organization of new club
projects such as a tutoring service.
All students interested in foreign
languages or cultures are invited.

Lambda Chi Alpha proved to
have the best fall rush program
which resulted in 25 associate
members joining the brotherhood
of L X A. The new associate
members are Stick Abney, Rodney
Blankenship, Mike Conner, John
Cowart, Joe DeSalvo, B. J.
Douglass, Mitch Drew, Paul Gregg,
Dave Hudick, Ron Jackson, Ray
Johnson; Ken Kimble, Bill Long,
Lanny McHargue, Walter Morris,
Bob Mundy, Rich Phillips, Jan
Rucker,
Krist
Salmi,
Mike
Saunders, John Scharfenberg, Brad
•
Stal
M't
h
s
Ch
·
1c
. ey,
ummer1m,
r1s
Waite and Jack Warren.
,
.
LXA s .first meeting of brother
and associate members proved. to
really be the. start of somethmg
new· The mam plan was for a
chapter retreat this weekend.

BIOLOGY CLUB

The Biology Club of FTU is
sponsoring a picnic at Lake Claire
next Friday at 6 p.m. Club
members and faculty wiU be
present. All biological science
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
students, are invited to come and
The Young Democrat Club of meet the department members and
FTU will meet 11 a.m. Tuesday in have a good time.
LR 210. Election of officers will be
held, and all members and
CHESS CLUB
interested persons are urged to
The 1second meeting of the Chess
attend.
Club will be held 7 p.m. Monday in
COLLEGIATE
LR 212. There was a good turnout
for the first meeting. Interested
CIVINE'ITES
students are invited to come this
Last Saturday the Civinettes held
a tea to welcome prospective week and make the turnout even
members_ Plans and ideas for this better.
quarter were discussed. On Sunday
the officers of both Civitan and
Civinettes met to discuss plans for
joint projects and activities.
There will be an important
"DYNAMITE CHICKEN"
meeting Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
in LR 212. Any girls who are
interested in 101mng may call
"Dynamite Chicken" is coming
to FTU.
Carolyn at 841-8865.
A satire about American pop
SIGMA DELTA
culture
the movie features
New officers elected at the last appearan'ces by Paul Krassner,
meeting of Sigma Delta professional Richard Pryor, the Ace Trucking
journalism society are Linda Mettel, Company, Lenny Bruce, Joan Baez,
secretary and Sharon Marek, Rhinoceros, Ron Carey, Tuli
treasurer. Society members are Kupferberg, Sha-Na-Na, Allen
reminded that quarter dues of $2 Ginsberg Leonard Cohen Malcom
are to be paid to the treasurer no X and Peter Max.
'
later than November 1. Members
The feature will be shown at
who have not paid their dues may 8:30 p.m. this Monday, Wednesday,
contact Sharon Marek in the and Friday , in the Science
FuTUre office Mondays through Auditorium. Admission is $1.
Wednesdays and on Fridays.

One student bicycler found a
remedy for the parking problems
The Cleanup Party at the Alpha on campus. He (or she) found a
Tau Omega house last Sunday was
very successful, with future plans
calling for air-conditioning the
whole house and adding on one
room which will be completely
paneled and will serve as a den and
TV room.
There is a welcome pledge party
this afternoon at the house at 4
p.m. All brothers and new pledges
will meet and form the beginnings
of lifelong brotherhood.

friendly tree near the General
Classroom Building to hang the
two-wheeler on during class.

Many of the brothers of Delta
Sigma Pi gave wiHingly of their time
over the break and were on campus
to. me~t new students during
orientation and registration.
Since school resumed, two
coffees and a smo~er have been
held for those rushmg. The final
rush functio~, a dance, will be h~ld
to_morrow mght at the Golfs1de
Villa Apartments Recreation
Room.
Both paddle night and initiation
have been held for the summer
quarter pledge class. Pledges John
Beck, Jim Boswell, Marty Cruz, Bill
Griffith, Jack Mead , Sam Pinder
and Rod Rodriquez presented
paddles to their big brothers.
MARK LAMPREY

PHI BETA LAMBDA

(305) 838-9018

UNDERWATER SEARCH
RECOVERY

Phi Beta Lambda invites all
interested students to an
introduction tea Tuesday at 4 p.m.
in GC 115. Phi Beta Lambda is a
co-educational national business
administration--business education
society. All business majors are
invited to join. Guest speaker at the
first meeting will be Dr. C. C.
Miller, Dean of the College of
Education.

PHOTOGRAPHY
CONSTRUCTION
BRUCE MEYER
(305) 671-8518

Zales Custom
Class Rings

COLLEGE U.S.A. '71
NEW

ESTABLISHMENT

JEAN

COLLECTION

...

Styled Flores, most comfortable and striking in
character with

Wider Waist

Band, Wider Belt

Loops and practically unlimited Colors and Patterns . Here's the Flare Jean Look that will kick up a

STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

Fashion Storm. From $10 . . . . Don't overlook our
Slack Collection for the New Campus Look for '71.
From $18.

Custom style your ring with the school name.
on the base and with a des ign or pla in setting for the stone.
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, block any>1,
or a diamond. Oh yes, we' ll engrave your in itials, too.

zws

You don't hav~ tu H rich
-~happy.

PINE HILLS
CENTER

21 S~ORANGE

COLONIAL

PLAZA
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'Torchy' Is Enthusiasm I_n _Motion
bySHELBYSTROTHER
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Relieve the pressure · of trying
to remember too many details
with a handy Eaton desk or
·pocket size Week-At-A-Glance
book. Shows a full week's
appointments, and calendars of
the current and following
months on each double-page
spread. Opens flat for easy
writing.
Quick
reference
indexed section for address and
phone
numbers.
Ri<:h
simulated leather covers m
v_a riety of colors.

very
"Basketball plays
important part i_n my life," says
FTU head coach Eugene·Clark in
a whisper. And you know he
means it. His bright blue eyes get
even brighter when the subject is
basketball. And it almost always
is.
Entering his third year at
FTU and his 21st year of
coaching, Coach Clark
consistently has produced
winning basketball t.eams with
one basic fonnula of success.
"I'm a mover. I believe in a
lot of motion on the basketball
court. My t.eams run . and press
constantly."
Clark himself is a perpetual
ball of motion. Whether it be a
practice or a game, he is pacing

GENE CLARK
up and down the sidelines,
barking out instructions as be
goes.

And his enthusiasm is
contagious. In his two previous
seasons as FTU menter, his
teams have compiled 13-3 and
17-9 records.
This was accomplished
despite the fact that the school

offered no financial aid or
scholarships. Consequently, his
teams' successes came without
top-notch material. Not t.o say
that his teams haven't had good
basketball players.· It is just that
they have all developed under
his watchful eye.
· But this year, he can offer
assistance. And as soon as last
season finished, he began the
second part of a basketball
coach's job.
Recruiting. Looking for
talent. He has traveled many
miles, watched many high school
games and visited many Armed
Forces bases looking for
basketball players.
"I've got just as much chance
finding another Jerry West
(professional basketball all-time
great) on a Navy post as
anywhere," explains Clark.
·
In past seasons at FTU, he

has lacked the big man, a giant
who can control both
backboards (offensively and
defensively) and get the baU out
for the fast break the essential
cog in Clark's basketball scheme.

_pile

SFORIS
NEWS

But he is not about to go
after any big, awkward android
who just happens to be piled a
(Continued on Page 11)
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$2.00,

Desk Size 8" x 4-7/8"
Pocket Size 6-1 /8'' x 3-3/4''
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Month-at-a-Glance
Appointment Bo~ks
For all who must plan ahead,
this unique, handsomely-style
book provides a full month of
daily notation_s at a glance on
each
double-page
spread.
Section of perforated memo
pages
included.
Simulated
leather in rich, dark colors.

$2.00
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Day-A t-A-G la nee
Pace your plans by jotting
down appointments by the
day. Combines good looks and
daily usefulness. New 1972
edition.
Simulated
leather
cover, wire-a-bound.

$2.75
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Advance Tickets Sold in Village Center

ORLANDO
Month-At-A-Glance

•

Wall Calendar
Combining good looks and
daily
usefulness.
Eaton ' s
Month-At-A-Glance
Wall
Calendar is a faithful reminder
of
birthdays,
anniversaries,
appointments
invitations,
meetings
etc.
Big
1-1/2"
square area provides ample
space of daily "Don't forget"
notes.
Pleasing
wood cut
illustrations head pages printed
- in two colors. Overall s1·ze

12"

8:00

12'
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The Extramural Program for the
coming year will offer a wide
variety of sports for the men and
women student athletes at FTU.
For the men, soccer will begin a
year to be followed by
weightlifting, golf and baseball. The
women's club will compete in
· volleyball, basketball and softball.
These clubs will be playing other
universities and junior colleges in

Tomorrow morning the FTU Weightlifting Club will send six of its best
men northea5t to Del.and. to compete in the 1971 Southeastern Power Lift
Meet.
Lifting for FTU will be Barry Lenz in the 123 pound weight class, Paul
Maddox in the 132 pound class and George Regen in the 165 pound class;
Mike Richards will lift in the 198
pound class and Mike Stone and Press,
Squat
and
Deadlift .
Pete Galle will be pressing in the competitions and awards will be
242 pound class.
given to the top three lifters of each
FTU will be one of the smaller of
class, to the best lifter and to the
best team.

fare

At the last Weightlifting Club

! meeting, new officers were elected.

I

George
Regen
will
replace
, graduating
Duane
Sleigel as
'·'f : President this summer. Harvey
i
Newton
was
reelected
as
l'
; secretary-treasurer and Ferrel Byrd
~
was reelected vice president of the
~ ' club.

THIS IS a first in a series of sports photo features that &re designed
to give the reader a closer look at the men that make FI'U sports
happen. This week the FuTUre spotlights Fred Maust and Walter Wilce;
two members of the wrestling team.
·
Fred Maust (right) is a 19-year-old marketing major who is wrestling
for bis second year at FTU. He is a Colonial High School graduate and
wrestles in the 150 pound weight class. Last year he placed second in
the state for his wrestling accomplishments in the 150 pound class and
was chosen most outstanding wrestler. ·
.
Walter Wilce Oeft) comes to FTU from Union-Endicott High School
in New York. He is now a freshman busin~ major and wrestles in the
126 pound class.
Wilce brings three yeais of wrestling experience as well as an
outstanding record of wins from New York where he was recruited by
Wr_~stling Coach Jerry Gergley. (Photos by Jon Findell.)

Mr. Gerber was chosen to replace
' Mike Stone as club advisor. Gerber
received his :t;>octorate Degree at
Florida State Un~versity and his
Master's Degree in Illinois. He has
been lifting weights for many years
and says he will work out with
weights more now that he is
directly
involved
in
the
Weightlifting Club.

DR. HOMER GERBER

the weightlifting clubs to enter the
Southeastern meet but this · does
not worry new- fac~lty advisor Dr.
Homer Gerber. "I have only been
club advisor for a week and am not
familiar with the potential of each
lifter," the FTU math professor
· a reccn
,,. t ·mt erv1ew
.
"bu t
sai·d m
.
d ..
' . '
b asmg
a
ec1S1on on prevaous
records I believe that we will place
first in the state, if not in the entire
Southeast."

Both men and women students
are re~inded .that the weigh~lifting
room is avadable for their use
throug~o~t the. school term. For
men, h~tmg weights a few hours a
week w.il! gradually strengthen ~he
muscles
. m the arm and leg region
.
and will help remove excess weight
around tb
·t
e wais ·
There are presently six women
who work out with weights at FTU.
Weightlifting is particularly helpful
for whom who want to lose weight
around the hips or wish to increase
their bust size through use of the
lighter weights.

Karate Club

(\ ~;

The first meeting of the FTU
Karate Club will be held Monday in
room 115 of the Science Building.
The 3 p.m. meeting is open to all
students interested in learning Go
Ju, a branch of karate that
specializes in hand and foot
movements.
Practice will begin next Thursday
in the weight room located in the
sub-basement of the Library.

The meet wilJ be held at Del.and
Senior High School and will begin
at 11 a.rn. with lifts in the 123,
132, and 148 pound classes. Lifters
in the 165 and 181 pound classes
Any
student interested in
will lift at 2 p.m. and 198, 242, and
super heavy weight competitions working with the weights are
invited to visit the weight room in
will begin at 5 p.m.
the sub==basemeht of the library
Posted events include the Bench next door to WFTU radio.

JPr /

NEWS
the area. Anyone interested in any
one of these clubs is asked to
contact the Intramural office at
Ext. 2408.
The Soccer Club has recently
begun preparation for its upcoming
fall schedule, which will include
such powerhouse teams as the
University of Florida, and
(Continued on Page 11)
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WEAR THE BEST FOR LESS
THE REALLY GREAT PLACE TO SHOP

(
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RESALE FASHIONS THAT ARE LIKE NEW
LAYAWAYS AND MASTER CHARGE & WELCOME
W· fAIRBANKS AVE ·

mqe Jennu Jub
tGallon of Beer $1.00
Happy Hour 3:30 till 7:00
BEER 10¢
Live entertainmentFriday & SATURDAY 9 til 2
10033 E Colonial Dr
royal castle in union
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HOMEMADE

SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS

hot pastrami ...... ,70 •.
corned beef ........7 0
Bar-B-Oue
•

0

ham ..............60 •
ham & cheese ....... 65 •

SEMORAN VILLAGE
ALOMA AT 436

JJ&

beef or pork ...... 65 :

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

671-3181
10 AM - 8 PM
New Owners - Dana and Mike Winn
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Soccer
(Continued from Page 10)

Miami-Dade Junior College.
The current Soccer Club roster
includes:
UNCANNY SITUATION.-In above picture muscle man Johnny
Raphael Agualera, Bill Ballance,
Rouse appears to be having difficulty opening a can of tennis balls for
Jody Miller. Recently Rouse was chosen president-elect of the PE Bill Brand, Luisa Costa, Larry
Gilbert, Allen Grower, Chatchawan
~ajors Club and Miss Miller was named secretary. Both will officially
Limrotieat, Wayne Hardy, Robert
take office this summer. (Photo by Jon Findell.)
Magnuseen, Pete Peyton, Joe Pope,
Fred Romano, Paul Rauch, Ivan
._In-.-sh_C_a_t_h_o_li_cs-su_p_p_o_s_e_d_t_o_b_e_a__ Rosado, Craig Smith, Ike Spinos,
(Continued from Page 9)
little fiery?
Robert Steadman, Nick Tamm,
Winning has be come Dave Weihman, and Roy Weyland.
few inches above the rest. Coach
The members have been
somewhat of a habit for Clark.
Clark feels that basketball is a
Beforing coming to FTU, he was practiving for two weeks; however,
game of size-size of the heart.
basketball and football coach at individuals are encouraged to come
''I look for hustle and
Xavier High School in Appleton, out and help build a strong soccer
determination and desire just as
Wis. In 18 years at Xavier, his program for FTU. The club
much as physical ability."
basketball teams lost only 14 practices on Monday, Wednesday,
It is Clark's theory that
games. That averages out to less and Friday at 5 p.m. on the
certain intangibles are quite
than one loss a year. He directed physical education football fields.
necessary to play college
his teams to 15 conference
The first activity in women's
basketball. And he should know.
championships. His football sports this fall will be volleyball.
For Eugene Clark is under six
teams compiled a 63-8-1 record Games will begin Monday at 4 p.m.
feet tall. Yet he had enough
Powderpuff Football begins
over the the same period.
"size" to play three years of
He was chosen Coach of the November 1. For further
b' ask~fball at Marquette
Year six times, three times for information contact the
Univesity, one of the nation's
basketball and three times for Intramurals office at extension
top basketball powers.
football.
2408.
Clark is nicknamed
And so, after 18 years of
"Torchy." And with good
coach FTU in their initial season
winning, Clark looked around
reason. For when his adrenalin
came and was too much for
for new worlds to conquer, new
gets running a little, his face'
Clark to resist.
~gons
to
slay.
The
offer
to
turns flame red. But aren't all
So he packed his family and
brought them and his playbooks
down to Florida.
And, oh yes, he brought his
winning ways.
Looking to the future, Coach
Clark's eyes light up even more.
1809 EAST COLONIAL DR.
Returning from last year's team
are five players (including Mike
Clark, his son, and last year's
Three dar~ to ,soak up ttie rays on a cruise to Freeport and Nassau in the
. Baha'W.is: ' I
I
' '.
'
'
'
~
'
high scorer). He has set up a
; • I ..
Sunday thru Tuesday, a trip you will remember, for only $59.00.
tougher schedule. And he has
If it is home you want to go, use our free airline ticket delivery. Split with a
had a satisfying recruiting
group and save bread-. We can make it happen any way you want. Remember,
season. All of which add up to
you can use your Student Fare.
a no th er good season of
Your man to call is: Lucien (843-7940).
basketball for FTU.
••............,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Clark

UNIV·ERSE GROOP
TRAVEL

. Leave the bummer behind and take a trip••••

~,,,,,,,

..

IN WINTER PARK IT'S .... ~ ...

m4e (f)reat ~c<!Iorltle
'rtdids mqe ~po rb
By LARRY McCORKLE
Well, because of a mistake by my sports editor you readers were not
able to see how brilliant I was at prediction5' iast week.
Oh sure, out of the five games that were in last week's paper all were
predicted correctly. However, there were 22 more predictions that I
made, and of these, I was correct on 19.
Anyway, I was correct on 88 per cent of my predictions.. Not bad for
a beginner. Now, for this week.
LSU 28, Florida JJ

Florida claims that l.SU is better than the teams they have been
playing. 'Nuff, said. The Gators will not find this bayou country to
their liking, as Cantrelle leads the Tigers on offense and Casanova on
defense will pick up a few additional Heisman trophy points against
Reav~

Florida State 27. Mississippi State 8
The Seminoles will go after with No. 5 in their homecoming game.
Huff looks better and better every game. Bulldog defensive back Frank
Dowsing, a 9.5-hundred man, is great but he can only cover .one man
every play, while FSU has three fine receivers.

Notre Dame 27, Miami 14
I'd like to go for Miami, but the Irish are just too tough. Look for
Miami to come out on top early, but the Hurricanes will eventually
succumb to the Notre Dame ground attack.

Oklahoma 28, Texas 20
I like Oklahoma. The Sooners will beat Texas at their own
game-running via the wishbone-T. The Sooners gained over 500 yards
rushing last week against Southern Cal. Quarterback Jack Mildren is a
fine runner and pa~r. Joy Wylie, Greg Pruitt, and Leon Crosswhite
comprise without a doubt the finest running backfield in the nation.
And in other games:
Air Force over SMU; Alabama over Vanderbilt; Arkansas over
Baylor; Penn State over Army; Auburn over Southern Miss; Toledo over
Bowling Green; Duke over Clemson; Colorado over Iowa State; Georgia
over Ole Miss; Tennessee over Georgia Tech; Ohio State over Illinois;
Michigan over michigan State; Nebraska over Missouri; North Carolina
over Tulane; South Carolina over Virginia; Washington ~>Ver Stanford;
Tampa over Dayton; William & Mary over Tulane.

THE

NEEDS

BARNETT FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF WINTER PARK

PEOPLE

If you have the desire
to work on the paper, but
have not applied because
of inexperience -have no
fear!!! We will help you
in developi~g your skills
on the staff~ There are
positions for reporters,
advertising salesmen and
proof readers.
COME SEE US AT THE FuTUre
OFFICE RM 213LLR OR CALL EXT· 2606

........
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Fu TU re CLASSIFIEDS
By John the

Good~

Resident Seer

Friday, October 8, 1971

VIRGO:

IF YOU
TODAY:

Hold your palms to the sky
tonight. If you feel the mystic
ergs generating from Saturn,
you are one of the chosen few
who will be saved in the
mighty day of the birds. (If
your palms become damp it
means that it's raining, stupid,
get back inside.) The dreadful
day of the birds is at hand, and
you will either be saved or
stricken. (You know what a
flock of· angry birds can do to
your car on bird day, if they
have a mind to.)

WERE

BORN

Boy, are you in for a shock.
The person all this time you
thought was your mother turns
out to be Genghis Khan,
reincarnated, and he (she?) has
plans for you. From now on
don't stick around her (him?)
when she (he?) is cutting up
chickens with big knives.

AQUARIUS:
It is said:

"Always the moon rises in
the heavens for you, and spills
its precious fluid op. your
head." Roughly translated,
that means, "It always rains on
the unloved." You are also
cursed to never possess an
umbrella that works.

TAURUS:

LIBRA:

There is an angry turnip
with your name blazing away
in it.s one-track mind. It will
poison you from deep inside
and then you will know you
have been had. Not even
Atka-Seltzer can save you then.
(Thought I ~as going to die!)

November is not a good
month for Libras. Now, while
there is still time, figure out a
way to avoid November. Move
to New Zealand. I hear they
don't hold November there.
Speak to whoever is in charge
of such things, and see if
something can't be worked
out.

PISCES:

GEMINI:

Invest your money wisely
today, and purchase something
you have been needing for a
long time, like an electric fork.
Don't spend any time with
anyone closely related to you;
they will be carrying the final
strain of the Black Plague. It
may be the only one left in the
world, and I know how you
hate to be last at anything.
(HA! You and I both know
that if there is any way
possible, you will be late to
everything.)

Avoid blind prostitutes and
short laundry men. Both could
spell misfortune for you today.
Kick one and don't pay the
other. You may choose which.

To order classifieds, use the form below. Fill in the bo.1u1s
allowing 1 box for each letter, space and punctuation mark.
Count 2 boxes for capital letters. Don't use hyphens at the end
of a line (which contains 35 characters). Use additional forms
if more than 6 lines are required. Minimum charge is $1.00 for
4 lines. For additional line add$ 25. Multiply the total by the
,.,mber of weeks the ad is to be run. Mail the ad, with check
or money order to: FuTUre Classifieds, FuTUre, Florida
Technological University, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, Fla.
32816. Payments made by cash are at the sender's risk.

DEADLINE 3:00 Wednesday
DO NOT ORDER BY PHONE

ARIES:
Confidential to . weeping
Aries in Cincinnati: No. Don't
let him have custody of
anything, especially the child.
As long as you are not locked
in · wedlock, he has no legal
hold over you. My stars say
bleed him for all he's worth
particularly since you say he ~
a Scorpio.

If you could tell time, I
would tell you that yours is
up, but you can't, and I won't.
(But it is.) You have difficulty
keeping awake in classes. The
reason is not because you are
tired, but because your mind is
so simple it cannot
comprehend what is going on
around · you. At the risk of
repeating myself, you're a clod.
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SCORPIO:
File your teeth in
preparation for the evening at
the drive-in. Carry a pound of
Wolrs Bane, a chain of garlic
around your neck . and wear a
cross. It may not ward off
modem-day vampires, but it
will sure help save your
virginity. Who can be aggressive
around a chain of garlic?
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See last week.
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CAPRICORN:
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One close to you will betray
you this evening. Take a word
of advice and quickly begin
betraying all those close to you
now, so you will get even, in
advance.
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Ride needed from Merritt Island to
FTU. Will pay. Hours - MW 9-3; TR
10-12;F9-12.Call636-4507.
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LEO:
This hoax which you have
been perpetrating for the last
three years will no longer hold
up. You will be discovered this
evening and there will be heck
to pay. If you had told her at
the very beginning you were
not her real son, things would
be easier now.

do not w1 itt! 1n 1h1s '"'"

I""\

c

CANCER:

Amt.
.no.Pd._-____

Mon. &Wed.Folk Show 7-8

he IP Wanted
•

nm1111m11111n

.
Like-new baby equipment for half
price:
crib
& mattress,
bouncer-walker, pool seat, dressing
table, nylon net playpen nylon net
port-a-crib. Call Susan 2l5-2865 or
831-6203.
.

,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Students, Men or Women, be your
own boss, set your own hours and
gain
extra
income
through For Sale:
'65 Valiant. Good
m 1 n i mum
investment.
l'llo economy car. $475. Phone X2115
obligation
Call
267-7119 or275-9398after5p.m.
Titusville.
Drivers Messenger-service. Part-time 11111111111111e1m111tt11111111111m1111111 m1x1awwwm
nuu
- your car - no sales. 241-10'10.
Male or Female.
IUllllllllllllHlllll•-RRll_ _ _ _ _ _ _llllll_ _
_

-----Insurance Sales: Senior, must

serv1·ces

Life
be married. Salary up to $500 per .
month,
plus commissions. Do you h.ave a typing headache?
Specialize in student financed Auto-St_eno is your. cure! We type
insurance plans. Contact Mr. every th mg-- form a I terms, thesis,
story book, etc., Special rates for
Grushka at 843-6900.
students!!! 299-1130 (9 to 5)
lllllllllllllUlllUUlllHllUlllUlllltltlllllllllllllllllllllllll
645-1608 (after 6 p.m.)

personal

LET US BRIGHTEN UP YOUR DAY

lllttllllHlllllllllllftHllllllll•WllllHllllBUl•l-1111

Hey, Nancy!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Love,
maj

Experienced mother will care tor
one pre-schooler in my home in
Park Manor. 273-3429.

